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90-542

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
LEDUC HONORED
CHARLESTON, IL--John W. LeDuc, son of Ruth LeDuc of Tower Hill
and the late Marcel LeDuc, has received the Distinguished Life Member
Award from the Illinois Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
LeDuc served as Chairman of the Mathematics

Dep~rtment

at Eastern

Illinois University from 1987 until his retirement in August.
His service to mathematics education has spanned the last thirty
years.

From 1981 to 1984, LeDuc served on the Board of Directors

of ICTM.
-more-
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In announcing the award, the ICTM stated, "Dr. LeDuc is an
outstanding educator who truly cares about his faculty and students.
He is held in high regard by his colleagues because of his expertise
in mathematics education, research, and administration.
and honors have been numerous.

His achievements

His work with the Second International

Mathematics Study has given him a unique perspective for the reforms
in the teaching of mathematics.

It is because of his many contributions

to mathematics education that he was chosen as the recipient of
the 1990 Distinguished Life Member Award."
LeDuc has accepted a dual appointment in mathematics and secondary
education at the University of South Alabama in Mobile.
LeDuc received his bachelor's degree from Eastern in 1958,
his master's from the University of Utah in 1960, and his doctorate
from the University of Illinois in 1971.
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